A complete discussion of the permutational symmetry for the 3lYy-symbols for K-metacyclic groups, an example of non-simple-phase groups, is carried out. The analytic formulas for the 3I'y-symbols, and for the Derome-Sharp matrices, describing the permutational properties of these symbols are given. It is shown that these matrices constitute a permutation representation m, which is an appropriate "coarsegrained" version of the ordinary permutation representation of the group of all permutations of columns of the 3Iy symbols. A detailed structure of the represeatation m has been determined.
INTRODUCTION
In applications of Racah algebra for an arbitrary finite (or, more generally, compact) group in physics, an essential role is played by Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, determining an irreducible basis for a simple product of two irreducible representations of this group. Usually it is convenient to deal with a symmetrized version of these coefficients, the socalled 3Iy symbols [3jm Wigner symbols for the case of the SU(2) group], dependent on three pairs of arguments Iiyi, i = 1,2,3, Ii and yi being an irreducible representation and the corresponding basis function, respectively (cf. the terminology proposed by Butler [l] ). Although any distinction between the constituent and resultant representations has been entirely cancelled in the 3Iy symbol so that all three pairs Iiyi enter on an equal footing, nevertheless this symbol is not necessarily invariant under a permutation of these pairs. It has been shown by Derome and Sharp [2] and Derome [3] (cf. also [l] and Wybourne [4] ) that there exist some cases for which the 3fy-symbols inevitably change not only in sign but also in absolute value under some permutations of their arguments. Namely, such a situation occurs for Ii = l?, = l?, = r, when the component of the simple cube r X r x J?, corresponding to the irreducible representation (21) of the symmetric group of three objects (the so called "mixed" permutational symmetry), contains the unit representation of the group considered. Such cases are referred to as non-simple-phase groups (van Zanten and de Vries [5]) or representations (Butler and King [6] ). Despite the fact that the cases of non-simple-phase representations occur rather frequently [l-6] , there is a lack, according to our knowledge, of detailed discussion of the permutational symmetry of 3ry-symbols for such cases, on the level of basis functions rather than characters [2, 3, 51 or plethysms [6] . It is the aim of the present paper to propose such a discussion for the metacyclic groups, or, more accurately, for the case of so called K-metacyclic groups (Coxeter and Moser [7, Equation (1.89) ]; cf. also Hall [8, Theorem 9.4.3] ), which provide, according to van Zanten and de Vries [S] , the simplest case of finite non-simple-phase groups. The permutational symmetry properties can be completely determined in terms of a set of matrices, referred to as Derome-Sharp matrices after Chatterjee and Lulek [9] . We proceed in this paper to discuss the structure of these matrices for K-metacyclic groups. The literature offers some results concerning the K-metacyclic groups (see e.g. [5, their representations (Curtis and Reiner [lo, §47] ), and recently also Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (Bovier, Luling, and Wyler [ll] ). We rederive here, in a unified manner, only those results which are necessary to establish the notation and to determine appropriate conventions for a choice the fundamental quantities of Racah algebra (irreducible bases, metric tensors, etc.) for these groups.
Our basic motivation for this work relies on an observation that the study of SI'y-coefficients for ri = I', = I, = I (and r non-simple-phase) provides a special case of a symmetrized nth power r" with nontrivial properties under permutations. Such symmetrized powers are important in some branches of physics (statistical physics, quantum mechanics, elementary particles, condensed matter), where one considers sets of identical objects (particles, nodes, localized spins, etc.), the states of these sets being constructed as a basis for symmetrized powers of a representation describing a given object. We hope that the explicit derivation of general analytical formulas for the quantities of Racah algebra for K-metacyclic groups can serve as a hint for similar results for other groups. K-metacyclic groups, being semidirect products of cyclic groups, can sometimes be used for a description of the symmetry of nonrigid molecules (Altman [12] ). Moreover, in recent years we notice a growing interest in representation theory for finite groups, applied in lattice gauge theories (see e.g. Rebbi [13] , or Petcher and Weingarten [14] , and references therein).
THE K-METACYCLIC GROUPS
A.
The Definition The K-metacyclic group G, is defined for each prime integer p as an extension of the cyclic group C, _ i = (T']Z = 1,. . . ,p -l} by the cyclic group C, = (Sk[k = 1,. . . , p} given by the generating relations
where E is the unit element of the group Gp, and r is an integer satisfying the conditions rP_'=lmodp, r'*lmodp for Z=l,...,p-2
(cf. [7, Equation (1.89)]). Equation (2) implies that r is a primitive root in the field Z, of remainders mod p, that is, an element of rank p -1 in the multiplicative group ZE = 2, \ 0 of the field Z,. The second relation in Equation (1) defines a mapping, in which each element T' E C, _ 1 is associated with an automorphism A(Z) of the group C,, given by a permutation where integers in the lower row are to be treated as remainders mod p. Equation (3) can be interpreted as an operator action of the group C, 1 (the "active" group) within the group Cp (the "passive" group-cf. e.g. Altmann [12, 519.41, or Mozrzymas [15, $221) . It is easy to verify that this operator action constitutes a faithful permutation representation of the group Aut C, of all automorphisms of the group C, on the block of the elements of the latter group. The K-metacyclic group is therefore a semidirect product [12, 151 of the cyclic group of the prime order C, by the group Aut C, of all automorphisms of C,, so that
where q denotes the semidirect product, and the primitive root r E 2: defines the operator action by means of Equation (3). The specific feature of the K-metacyclic group is related to the fact that this operator action is the richest in the sense that it exhausts all outer automorphisms of the group C,.
In the following we shall use an abbreviated notation, replacing Sk E C, by k, which corresponds to the additive notation (mod p) for the group C,. Similarly, we replace T' E C, ~ i = Aut C, z ZE by 1, which corresponds to the additive notation (mod p -1) for the group C, _ i. Moreover, it proves to be convenient to use for the latter group the multiplicative notation by means of the symbol f=r pP1-'(modp), 
The explicit form of an isomorphism r: Cp _ r + Aut C, determined by Equation (5) is given for first few values of p in Table 1 . The elements of the group G, will be denoted by [Ilk] , I = 1,. . . ,p -1 and k=l , , . . , p. Evidently, the order lGp) of the group G, is lG,I = P(P -1). In the notation (5), the multiplication rule has the form (cf. e.g. Altmann [12] or Mozrzymas [15] ) P,l~,lCw,l = L + 62 modp-l(k,f,+k,modp] (8) In particular, for the unit element we have E = [p -lip].
B. Classes of Conjugate Elements
In order to determine the class K([Z,lk,]) of all elements conjugated to an element [ Z,lk,] E G,, we use a standard procedure, based on the notion of the centralizer that is, the subgroup of G, consisting of all elements commuting with [Z,(k,] . Let
be the decomposition of the group G, into the left cosets with respect to this centralizer. Then the class K([ lo Ik,]) is g iven as a set (without repetitions) by the formula
where the sum runs over a complete set of the left coset representatives (cf. e.g. Altmann [12, $19.91) . The condition (9) for a centralizer can be rewritten, using Equation (8) and some elementary properties of congruences, as
where fo and fare related to I,, and I, respectively, through Equation (5). For given [Z,lk,] , Equation (12) is an equation for two unknowns I, k (or f, k) in the field Z,. Let us first consider the case when fo -1 * p mod p, that is, I, * p -1 [cf. Equation (6)]. Putting k, = p, we obtain
and
Using Equation (ll), we can easily identify the class K([Z,]p]) for I, * p -1 as a left coset of the group G, with respect to its invariant subgroup C,. For f, -1 = p mod p (that is, I, = p -l), we have to consider two cases:
The decomposition of the group G, into classes of conjugate elements can be therefore written as (17) where
Z=l ,...,P -2,
and \I(( is the number of elements in the class K. Obviously, the number of classes is p.
IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS
A. Characters The group G, possess a normal subgroup C,, so that the irreducible representations of the quotient group Gp/Cp = Cp-l (19) are simultaneously irreducible representations of Gp. The group G, has therefore p -1 one-dimensional representations Ij with characters
(20)
In particular, I, ~ i = I, is the unit representation.
Bumside's theorem
where [I] is the dimension of I [cf. Equation (7)], together with the fact that the number of classes is p [cf. Equation ( The irreducible characters of the group G, are listed in Table 2 .
B.
Wigner Matrices The matrices of irreducible representations (Wigner matrices) for the group G, can be chosen by means of the method of induced representations (cf. e.g. Altmann [12, for the chain of subgroups C, c G,. be the decomposition of the group G, into left cosets with respect to the invariant subgroup C,, and let R be the permutation representation of G, acting on the orbit consisting of these cosets, that is,
Let (23)
where the arguments of the lower row of the permutation are to be treated as residues mod p -1. It follows from Equation (24) that R is not a faithful representation, since the permutations R([Z,lk,]) do not depend on k,, and are determined completely by the group multiplication in C, _ 1. The representation R determines uniquely the matrices of representations induced from the (invariant) subgroup C,, to the group GP, since C, = ker R (R is called the "ground representation" in the terminology of Altmann [12, !jlO] 
and let 0, f G, be the representation induced from 0, to G,. The natural basis of 0, t G,, is labeled completely by the set of left cosets (23) 
Substituting Equations (28) and (25) to (27), we obtain an expression for the appropriate character as
;;t' pj_l ~he~;epmodp (29) i '
Using Table 2 , we get
Therefore, the induced representation 0, f G,, coincides (to an equivalence) with the transitive permutation representation determined by Equation (24) for t = p, and with the irreducible representation rp for t * p. In the following, we choose the natural basis {II), Z = 1,. . . ,p -l} of the induced representation for t = 1 (that is, for 8, t G,) as the standard basis of the irreducible representation lYp. Standard Wigner matrices for l', in such a convention consist of the elements %he induced representation 8, t G, = R provides a choice of the standard bases Irjj) for the one-dimensional representations rj of G, as
where 1 RI) stands for the natural basis of the permutation representation R.
C. Metric tensors
The standard basis Jry) of an irreducible representation r is determined by Wigner matrices with an accuracy to a phase factor independent of y. The next step in determining ITy) is based on the properties of the Wigner matrices under complex conjugation (cf. e.g. Butler [l] ). Let lO(ry)) be the basis of the matrix representation resulting from the complex conjugation of standard Wigner matrices, and II'*y*) be the standard basis for the conjugate representation lY*. Then the metric tensor grr* can be defined by the formula lr*y* ) = Cg$ pm)). 
where the y-independent phase +( rl?*) can be chosen arbitrarily for complex representations (r * r*), but for IY = r* it has to take the form
where the signs + and -correspond to the situations when the unit representation r,, is contained in symmetric and antisymmetric squares of the representation r, respectively. Applying the well-known formula for an invariant summation over the group G to Equation (33), we obtain (36)
This expression allows us to determine the components of the metric tensor up to a phase factor [if $~(rr*) is fixed, then grr* is determined up to a sign, and gr*r has no further arbitrariness].
For one-dimensional representations Ti of the group G, we choose gj,p-l-j=i, +(rj,rp_l_j)=i for j=l,...,r,-1,
and for rp the application of Equation (35) yields dr,r,>=
where we have used Equation (22), which allows us to reduce the sum over 1 to the term with I = (p -1)/2, and Equation (6). Moreover, substituting Equation (31) in (36), we get (g~~~)*g~~l=S(Zl+I,,Z,+I,modp-1)6(f,+f,,pmodp),
which allows us to assume that g;"=6(f+f',pmodp)
[cf. the notation of Equation (5)]. The Kramers partner of the element ]I) of the standard basis of rp is an element ]I') for which f+f=Pmodp,
that is, f and f' are mutually inverse elements in the additive group of the field 2,. The selection rule (41) for f * p can be rewritten in the multidicative notation for the field 2, as
where f' = p -1 [note that the case f = p is excluded by Equation (5)].
Equation (42) is a relation between the elements of the group Zi z C, _ r. In the additive notation for the last group it reads (43) since, according to Equation (6), f' = p -1 is associated with 1" = (p -1)/2. Finally, the Kramers partners are determined by Equation (43) to be gf;? = 6 l', 1+ -
Note that Equation (43) is independent of the choice of the primitive root T. which are more convenient, since all three columns in the symbol enter on an equal footing, whereas in the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient the resultant representation I, is distinguished from Ii and I,. The invariant summation over the group G,, in the case of Equations (45) 
CLEBSCH-GORDAN COEFFICIENTS
All other triads I',I',r, are related immediately, or through a permutation, to the simple product p-1 rpxrp= C rj+f(p-2)rp.
j=l
In the case of the triad rJPrj we get from Equation (47) = &S(Z, -Z;, 1, -2; modp -1)6( 1, Z'+ 9 modp-1 )
which allows us to choose
For the most important case of the triad I'JJ,, we get from Equation (52) and (53), we propose a natural system of repetition indices w for the case of lY,I',I', based on some combinatorial considerations. First let us note that according to Equation (53), the 3Iy-symbol can be different from zero only for a triad I,, I,, Za (or for the equivalent triad [ f,, fi, f3]; cf. Equation (5)) which satisfies the equation h+fi+f3=pmodp (54) in the multiplicative group ZG of the field Z, (that is, A E Zz for i = 1,2,3). Let \k be the set of all such triads [fi, f,, f3]. Let us introduce a lexical ordering in the set 9, assuming that the series f = 1,2,. . . ,p -1 determines the increasing order in 2;. The arbitrariness of a choice of a triad [f,, fi, f3] E \k can be described as follows:
(i) take an arbitrary f, E Zp*, which can be done in p -1 ways; (ii) for fixed fr, take an arbitrary fi E Zp*, with the restriction that fi*P-h (55) (since for fi = p -fi Equation (54) has no solutions for f, E Z,*), which can be done in p -2 ways; (iii) for fixed fi and fi we already have fs = p -f, -fi.
The number of elements of the set \k is therefore
Now, let us observe that, according to Equation (52), with each triad (Ii, I,, Ia) for which [fi, f2, .&I E * we can naturally associate triads (Ii + zO,za+zo,z,+z"), I,=1 ,..., p -1, having the same properties. In the multiplicative notation, the triad [f,, fi, $J E \k generates the triads It is easy to show that the relation [f,, fi, f3] -[f;, f;', f,'] defined by Equation (57) is an equivalence relation, so that it decomposes the set * into disjoint equivalence classes. As the representative of each such equivalence class we choose, in the following, the triad [l, x, p -x -11, x = 1,. . . , p -2. Denoting the equivalence class by Qx, we can write
and ax={ [fo,for,fo(P-X-l)]Jf,=l,...,p-l}.
(59)
The labels of the sets ax can be chosen as the repetition indices for 3Tysymbols. For such a system of repetition indices we have (f: F: y, =(~-1)-1'26(fi+t+$.f3,r)modp)6(x,f,f,(-')modp), where f, ( -') is the inverse of fi in the multiplicative group Zc (e.g. for p = 5 we have I( ~ ') = 1, 2' _ 'I= 3, 3' -') = 2, 4' _ ') = 4). Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for such a system take the values 1 or 0 only.
THE PERMUTATIONAL PROPERTIES OF 3ry SYMBOLS
It has been pointed out by Derome and Sharp [2] and Derome [3] (cf. also [1, 4, 6, 9, 16] ) that the formula (47) for the invariant summation over a group G for the 3I'y-symbols provides also a basis for an analysis of the properties of these symbols under a permutation of their columns. Let A = a a'a" and B = b b'b" be any two sequences of the numbers 123 without repetitions. Then the key result can be written as where @IA)= ai'u,~ u,= ; t, ;,), (JB = (; ;, ;,) (62) ( is the permutation which transforms the triad r,I,,I',., to rbIbTrb,,. Therefore the properties of 3I'Y-symbols under the permutation u(B]A) of their columns are described by c( I,IzI's)-dimensional unitary matrices m(u (B] A), I,I,,l?,,,) , which are referred to, after [9] , as Derome-Sharp matrices. It follows from the orthogonahty relations for 3Ty-symbols and Equation (61) that anexplicit formula for the elements of these matrices reads (63) The number and degree of arbitrariness of a choice of Derome-Sharp matrices strongly depend on the number of distinct representations in the triad I',I,l?, [l-4, 9, 161. For the one-dimensional representations Equation (48) yields For the case of a triad I',I'Jj Equation (51) implies (65) which allows us, according to a detailed discussion by Lulek and Lulek [16] , to choose m( u, rprprj) = (-1) ' foroddu, 1 otherwise.
(66)
In the most interesting case of the triad I,I,I,, consisting of three identical representations, the Derome-Sharp matrices m(u) = m( u, r&J',) form a representation m of the group Z, of permutations of three objects. First, in order to determine the structure of this representation we consider the permutation representation P acting in the carrier space of the representation I', x I', x r,, with the basis ]ZiZaZs), or equivalently ]f,f,f,), fi = 1,. . . , p -1 for i = 1,2,3, defined by
where
It is well known (see e.g. Lyubarskii [17, $251 ) that the operators P(u) commute with the operators of the group G,. As a result, the sum of ail subspaces of the carrier space of I,r,I', which transform according to a representation of the group G, is invariant under the group Z,. In particular, the subspace spanned by alI vectors Ifi&&) for which [fi, fi, f3] E \k is associated with the unit representation I'd = I?, _ i of the group I,, contained in I, x I', x I?,. Therefore the set !I! can be considered as the block of the restriction of the permutation representation P to I = I,,.
Substituting Eq. (66) in (63), we obtain x6(x,fb,fd-')modp)6(w,f,,fd-"modp) (69a) @b)
where Im, w is the image of the set aW under a permutation u = a( BIA). It follows from Equation (69c) that the representation P determined by Equation (67) defines a permutation representation on the block [f&, fzc2), f&J E Q'+, then evidently [ &,, f&) , .&J E ax. Using Equation (69c), we identify the permutation representation acting on the block W with the representation m given by Derome-Sharp matrices.
Therefore, in the chosen system of repetition indices, the representation m for the triad I,r,r, is related to the permutation representation P [Equation (67)], restricted to the block q-the carrier block for the invariant compo nent (l? = I,) of the cube I, x r, x r,. Namely, the representation m can be obtained from P by means of a "coarsening" of the block 9, consisting of triads [fr, fi, fS] satisfying Equation (54), to the block W consisting of the sets CJ~, each set @'w containing p -1 triads [fr, frw, f,(p -w -l)]. In this context, the representation m can be referred to as a "coarse-grained" permutation representation P. Now, let us find the orbits of the representation m, that is, the subsets of the block W which are transitive under the group Z,. In order to do this, we note that the set of orbits of the representation P decomposes into three subsets: Now, we determine the transitive representations corresponding to each of the above cases after the "coarsening" of the representation P to the representation m. The orbit of the representation m generated by a given value of the repetition index w resulting from Equation (59) can be found in Table 3 . Let us derive the possible stability groups of the element w of this orbit. For this purpose, we have to find which repetition indices from Table 3 can coincide with w.
The odd permutations (three last rows of Table 3) , ,,
Equations (59), (69c), and (70) of the text]. Note Thataw (-4) [cf.
is the inverse of w in the multiplicative group Zz.
sponding triad. This situation corresponds to case (ii). Therefore, for P > 3 the representation m contains exactly one transitive representation X3: Z,, with the orbit
The conditions w = ( p -w -1)' -') and w = (p -w -l)w( ~ '1 associated with the nontrivial even permutations in Table 3 are mutually equivalent, and can be written as w'+w+l=pmodp.
It is well known that the solutions of this congruence exist only in the case when (p -1)/3 is an integer, that is, when p = 1 mod 3; then w = (p -1)/3 and w = 2(p -1)/3 constitute the complete set of solutions. Since these solutions are related to even permutations, the corresponding stability group The cases shown in Table 3 do not admit 8, as the stability group, since they do not have the triads [f, f, f], and the system of congruent equations conforming to all conditions for w has no solutions. So, besides the orbits (71) and (73) It is interesting to note that these formulas are relatively simple, despite of the fact that the groups are non-simple-phase ones. It is clear from the derivations that this simplicity results from a choice of simple standard basis for the ('p -1) dimensional representation I,, which is chosen by means of the procedure of inducing a onedimensional representation. As a result, each Wigner matrix contains, in each row and each column, only one nonvanishing element, and the positions of these elements, as well as the resulting selection rules for quantities of Racah algebra [cf. e.g. Equations (40)- (44), (51), (54), (69)], are fully determined by properties of the permutation representation R = G,: C, [cf. Equations (24) and (ZS)], which is the ground representation in the method of inducing (Altmann [12, $101) .
In particular, we have shown that, for the chosen system of repetition indices, the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the triad rJ,l?,, associated with the non-simple-phase representation I',, form zero-one matrices (that is, matrices consisting only of two numbers: 0 and l), and the corresponding Derome-Sharp matrices form a permutation representation m of the group Z,. In other words, the 3ry symbols do not change under any permutation of their columns, accompanied by an appropriate permutation of repetition indices. Reduction of the representation m to an irreducible form leads to the 3Iy symbols [Equation (79)], which have standard properties under permutations (symmetric, antisymmetric, or mixed ones).
In Section 6 we have determined the structure of the permutation representation m (the decomposition into orbits and irreducible components) and its relation to the permutation representation P [Equation (67)] acting in a natural basis of the carrier space of the representation I', x r, x I',. It follows that m is the result of a "coarsening" of the block 9, the carrier block of P-that is, m permutes the whole subsets @% E 'E, whereas P permutes individual elements
[ fi, fi, f3] E \k. Consequently, the representation m sometimes contains the transitive representation Z,: A,, which is not allowed in the case of the representation P.
A comparison of formulas for the invariant summation [Equations (36) and (47)] and the resulting selection ruIes [Equations (41) and (54), respectively] strongly suggests that these formulas are special cases of the simple product of n irreducible representations I,, where n = 2 and 3, respectively.
The procedure demonstrated in this paper can be readily extended to an arbitrary 12, which provides a possibility of investigating the symmetrized powers of representations.
